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Abductor pollicis longus muscle — is it a new variant of the extensor forearm and thenar 

eminence or a well known variation? 
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I read with interest the article by Mishall et al. [4] on a supposedly previously 

unreported variation – “Novel, bilateral, two-bellied muscles span the extensor forearm, 

thenar eminence to insert on the proximal phalanx of the thumb: clinical and embryological 

significance.” The case details similar bilateral, additional muscles that had proximal separate 

and distinct bellies from the abductor pollicis longus muscle (APL) and ran parallel to it. The 

distal bellies of the novel muscles ran near the abductor pollicis brevis muscles (APB) and 

attached to the proximal phalanges of the thumbs. According to Mishall et al. [4], knowledge 

on such variations might explain complications after surgery and a recurrence of 

inflammatory diseases and dysfunction of the hand. 

However, I do not agree with the author's claims that this is a novel report. In 1875, 

Macalister [3] described this variation and more recently [2]. Moreover, variations of the APL 

are widely known to anatomists and surgeons e.g., Bergman et al. [1] - Illustrated 

Encyclopedia of Human Anatomic Variations. Many times during my anatomical dissections, 

I’ve easily divided the so called “additional” novel muscle as reported by from Mishall et al. 

Additionally, to understand if the distal bellies of the novel muscles were truly ‘additional’ or 

only part of the typical APB, the authors made measurements on the cadaver of interest as 

well as 11 additional male cadavers. This methodology is unacceptable, and I do not 

understand why the authors decided to use it to find their novel variation, which again, is well 

known. As I pointed out, the novel belly of the APB can easily be dissected out. 

In conclusion, this case highlights the need for better control from editors and 

reviewers for such reports and should serve as a warning to future authors who want to 
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describe “novel” variations. Although the authors state they carried out a “thorough search of 

the literature”, I advise the present and future authors to first more thoroughly check older 

literature and if possible, literature in non-native languages as most of the time, previous 

reports will be found. Quick searches using search engines such as PubMed, which are limited 

in their scope, are not sufficient for detailed anatomical studies many of which were published 

one or two hundred years ago. 
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